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# **Arbolario vs. Court of Appeals**

## **Title:**
Arbolario vs. Court of Appeals

## **Facts:**

The original owners of Lot 323 in the Ilog Cadastre, spouses Anselmo Baloyo and Macaria
Lirazan, had five children: Agueda, Catalina, Eduardo, Gaudencia, and Julian.

1. **Original Ownership:**
– **Lot 323:** Owned by spouses Anselmo Baloyo and Macaria Lirazan.
– **Heirs:** Five children: Agueda, Catalina, Eduardo, Gaudencia, and Julian.
– **Status of Heirs:** All children deceased.

2. **Immediate Descendants:**
– **Agueda Colinco:** Survived by two children, Antonio and Irene Colinco.
– **Catalina Baloyo:** Married to Juan Arbolario, had one daughter, Purificacion, who died a
spinster in 1985.

3. **Contested Descendancy:**
– After Catalina’s death, Juan Arbolario consorted with Francisca Malvas, resulting in the
birth of children including Voltaire, Lucena, Fe, Exaltacion, and Carlos Arbolario.

4. **Property Transactions:**
– **1946:** Eduardo Baloyo sold his interest in Lot 323 to Agueda Colinco.
– **1951:** Heirship declaration stated the heirs of Anselmo Baloyo and Macaria Lirazan,
with Gaudencia conveying her interest to Irene Colinco and Purificacion Arbolario.

5. **Possession and Declaration:**
– Purificacion occupied a portion of Lot 323 until her death.
– **1987:** Irene Colinco and the daughters of her late brother Antonio (Ruth, Orpha,
Goldelina) declared themselves heirs, resulting in the issuance of TCT No. T-140018.

6. **Legal Actions:**
– **1987:** Colincos (Plaintiffs) filed Civil Case No. 367 to recover possession from spouses
Salhay.
– **1988:** Arbolarios (including Spouses Salhay) filed Civil Case No. 385 to annul the
declaration of heirship and distribute the inheritance including themselves.
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## **Procedural Posture:**

1. **Trial Court (RTC of Kabankalan, Negros Occidental, Branch 61):**
– **Civil Case No. 367:** Complaint by Colincos dismissed.
– **Civil  Case No. 385:** Declaration of Heirship and Partition Agreement nullified for
excluding Arbolarios. Ordered issuance of new TCT to include Arbolarios and payment of
damages.

2. **Court of Appeals (CA-GR No. 38583):**
– Reversed RTC’s decision:
– **Civil Case No. 385:** Dismissed complaint.
– **Civil Case No. 367:** Ordered eviction of Salhays from Lot 323.

3. **Supreme Court:**
– Petition filed under Rule 45 challenging CA’s decision and resolution.

## **Issues:**

1. **Illegitimacy of Arbolarios:**
– Whether Arbolarios are illegitimate children and ineligible to inherit from their half-sister
Purificacion Arbolario.

2. **Validity of Property Purchase:**
– The accuracy of the Salhays’ claim that they lawfully purchased and occupied a portion of
Lot 323.

3. **Propriety of Partition:**
– Whether the RTC had jurisdiction to partition the property among the heirs.

## **Court’s Decision:**

1. **Illegitimacy of Petitioners:**
– **Ruling:** Arbolarios failed to prove the legality of Juan Arbolario and Francisca Malvas’s
marriage.
– **Doctrine Applied:** Absence of proof of marriage legitimizing the children results in
their classification as illegitimate under Article 992 of the Civil Code, hence barred from
inheriting intestate from legitimate kin of their father or mother.

2. **Validity of Property Purchase by Salhays:**
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– **Ruling:** No reliable evidence was presented to substantiate the claim of purchase.
– **Doctrine Applied:** Claims of ownership require clear documentation, which the Salhays
failed to present.

3. **Propriety of Partition:**
–  **Ruling:**  RTC’s  order  of  partition  improper  as  the  primary  question  of  legitimate
relationship must be resolved in probate proceedings.
– **Doctrine Applied:** Issues of heir determination and property distribution to be handled
in special probate proceedings, not in an ordinary civil case for possession.

## **Doctrine:**

1. **Illegitimacy and Inheritance (Article 992, Civil Code):**
– Illegitimate children are barred from inheriting intestate from the legitimate relatives of
their parents unless clear proof of marriage is provided.

2. **Probate Court Jurisdiction (Special Proceedings):**
– Issues of  heirs,  determination of  the estate,  and distribution should be addressed in
probate or estate proceedings, not ordinary civil actions.

## **Class Notes:**
1. **Article 992 of the Civil Code:**
– Bar on intestate inheritance between illegitimate children and legitimate relatives.

2. **Legal Requirement for Proof of Marriage:**
– Necessity of marriage certificate or clear proof to substantiate claims of legitimacy.

3. **Jurisdiction of Probate Court:**
–  Probate  or  special  proceedings  are  the  proper  forums for  determining  heirship  and
partitioning an estate.

## **Historical Background:**

The case highlights the importance of clear legal documentation and the proper forum in
inheritance disputes. The court’s emphasis on substantial evidence and correctness of forum
echoes the need for robust record-keeping and adherence to legal processes. The decision
underscores an enduring principle enforced by the judiciary to maintain orderly inheritance
proceedings and equity among claimants.


